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2019 WINTER TREND REPORT 

The following pages offer a 
menu of ideas to savor over the 

upcoming months. 
 

Are you ready to try some new 

things from the Fall-Winter 

fashion offerings? 

Whether you sample one item 

or several, there are some 

delicious styles to choose from!  

 

And, if you need additional help, 

please give me a call: 507-250-2030 
 

     In this issue, I’ve included some 
of my image consultant friends to 
show you how to make this 
seasons’ trends more user friendly.  
     I think you will enjoy their sense 
of style and be inspired to make 
outfits out of your pieces. 

http://www.jillswanson.com/
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                    Bright Red                                              Goldenrod                                          Silver Lame’ 
                                                           

                                                                   
                Mahogany Red                                          Dark Sky blue                                          Olive Brown 
 

                                                                    
                 Teal Green                                                   Chestnut                                               Dark Emerald 
 

                                                                   
                       Grape                                                       Charcoal                                          Bright Pumpkin 

 
 

 
 

2018–2019 Fall/Winter COLOR TRENDS 

2019 SEASON BASICS:  Black, White, Navy, Mushroom, Brown, Gray 
 

http://www.jillswanson.com/
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TREND - ECLECTIC CHIC 
: Mixing prints; Dress or long tunic COMPONENTS

over pants or legging 
: Black, chestnut, pink (yes for winter!) COLORS

and green  
: Plaid, animal print, sash, artsy earrings, DETAIL

lace up shoes 
: Suzanne Dekvere, Image stylist MODEL

 
     Mixing prints is a fun challenge and I’ve never seen 
a better example of a complex combination! Suzanne 
has the confidence to pull this look off – the secret is 
to tie a color to another print within the outfit. Too 
daring for you? Start with just 2 prints and try 
matching the colors – I dare you! 

 

TREND - CASUAL SOPHISTICATE 
: Long coats and blazers worn with COMPONENTS

everything. 
: Navy, dark red, goldenrod COLORS

: Floral print on dark background, pointy toe DETAIL
pump, statement purse 

: Chris Fulkerson, Image stylist MODEL
   
      I LOVE this look – It’s clean, classy, and casual all at the 
same time.  The color balance is beautiful and it has just 
the right amount of detail in the jacket. 

TRENDS ON REAL PEOPLE 

http://www.jillswanson.com/
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TREND - RELAXED CLASSIC 
: Oversized tunic/dress, cropped jacket, COMPONENTS

slouch shoulder bag.  
:  Pumpkin, yogurt white, chestnut COLORS

: Woven texture to bag, draped neckline, skinny DETAIL
jeans. 

: Andrea Cicerale Tothacer, Image Consultant MODEL
 
     Andrea is the creative mind that took an ordinary dress  
and ‘ruched’ it by using a hair tie inside and under the garment. 
The continuation of the warm color in the shoe 
 finished off the look perfectly. 
 

TREND - DRAMA IN CHECK 
: Slim black jeans, dramatic COMPONENTS

asymmetric coat, simple white shirt and 
black loafer 

: Black and white (always in style ) COLORS
: Subtle bell sleeve effect, black and DETAILS

white check plaid  
: Brenda Kinsel, Author and Image MODEL

stylist 
 
     Brenda’s outfit is a direct reflection of who she 
is, mastermind on image matters (top half), and 
from her rolled jeans and loafers to her bright 
smile and red glasses she is totally approachable! 

http://www.jillswanson.com/
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FABRICS & MATERIALS 
Cotton                                             Lace                                        Brocade 
Denim                                             Crochet                                  Fur (real and faux) 
Leather                                           Shearling                                Velvet 
Cashmere                                       Knit                                         Tweed 
Herringbone                                  Shiny silver                             Nordic wools 
 
 

PRINTS & PATTERNS 
Plaid                                               Floral                                         Patchwork                           Pinstripes                                    
Newspaper                                   Words                                        Logos                                   Cartoon                                          
Tartan Plaid                                  Americana                                Tribal                                    Pinstripes 
Polka dots                                     Vertical stripes                        Collage prints                      Army 
Floral with dark background                                                        Leopard, zebra, tiger prints          
 
 

DETAILS 

Holes/rips in jeans                       Ruffles                                       Wild West 
The ‘80s                                         Asymmetry                               Chic tailoring 
Appliques                                      Quilted                                       Bold shoulder       
Layering                                         Color splicing                            Folklore              
 
 

TOPS               
Dress shirt in solid color                       Soft shirt – peasant and lace  
Loose neck bow blouse                        Western shirt 
Plaid shirts                                              Oversized shirt 
Knit sweaters with emblems               Cable sweaters in white/cream 
 
 

PANTS 

Cigarette                                       Straight fitted pant                    Jumpsuits    
Pleat front pants                         Extreme flares                            Printed and painted pants 
Leather pants                              Jumpsuits                                     Pantsuits         
 
 

SKIRTS 

Leather pleated                             Short skirt                                  Mid-calf pencil  
Belted Skirt                                     Long, full skirt                           Above-the-knee with high- rise waistline 
Short or long skirt suit                  Puffed skirt                                                        
          
 
 

TRENDS OVERVIEW 

http://www.jillswanson.com/
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DRESSES 

Prairie dresses                                   Whimsical                                   Romantic 
Dresses with prints, florals              Sweater dresses                        Oversized and chic 
Leather                                               Wrap dresses                              Knit dresses 
 
 

JACKETS 

Big shoulders                                    Army print moto jacket              Large jean jackets                         
Brocade blazer                                 Classic shearling jacket   Cropped or oversized jacket      
Long blazer (can be belted)           Knit details on coats.                  Broad shoulder and longer jacket          
Puffers on steroids                          Oversized 
 

 
COATS 
Structured                                        Belted coats, self-belts                  Dramatic: long, brocade, print, volume 
Long                                                   Trench coats gone super long      Blanket coat   
Buckled belt on long coats            Double breasted                             Blazer coats 
Poncho                                              Cape                                                    
Beads and pins on coats                Python print coat                              
 
 

SHOES 

Sneakers super chunky                 Rain boots are fashionable 
Pointy-toed pump                          Mary Jane’s with socks 
Animal print shoes                         Plaid boots 
Western boot, bootie                    Lace-up details on heels and ankle boots                   
Knee-high Slouch boots  
 

 
ACCESSORIES 
Sweater and scarf in matching knit                                           Long and voluminous scarf 
Long, knit scarves                                                                         Scarves as headwear  
Corset belts                                                                                    Logos on necklace 
Necklaces layered over turtlenecks                                           Multi strands of necklaces 
Large cuffs with bling                                                                   Tassel earrings 
Huge earrings with jewels                                                           Monograms, designer names on handbags 
Belt purses                                                                                      Lace tights 
Envelope backpack                                                                       Totes with prints 
Crocodile purses in crossbody, clutch, and tote styles           Fingerless gloves that go to the elbow       
Belts: single, double, narrow, wide  
Hats: Colonel, matador, brimmed, the cowboy, the homburg, the sombrero, the fedora 
  

Let me help you create some attractive combinations from the season’s latest offerings and 
your existing wardrobe.  Contact me at 507-250-2030 or  jill@jillswanson.com

TRENDS OVERVIEW CONT. 

http://www.jillswanson.com/
mailto:jill@jillswanson.com
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